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গণ�জাত�ী বাংলােদশ সরকার 
ডাক, �টিলেযাগােযাগ ও ত���ি� ম�ণালয় 

�টিলেযাগােযাগ অিধদ�র 
আই�ইউ অিধশাখা 

৪২৩-৪২৮, �তজগ�ও িশ� এলাকা, ঢাকা-১২০৮।
www.telecomdept.gov.bd

 

 

�ারক ন�র: ১৪.৩০.০০০০.৪৭১.২৪.৮৪২.১৯.১৮ তািরখ: 
০৬ এি�ল ২০২১

২৩ �চ� ১৪২৭

িবষয়: Vacancy Notice No.18P-2021/SG-SPM/EXTERNAL/P3।
��: ১) ডাক ও �টিলেযাগােযাগ িবভােগর �ারক নং- ১৪.০০.০০০০.০১০.২৪.০০১.১৭.১১৫৮; তািরখ: ০১ এি�ল ২০২১।

২) ITU এর Vacancy Notice No 18P-2021/SG-SPM/EXTERNAL/P3; তািরখ: ২৩ মাচ � ২০২১

         উপ� �� িবষেয় �ে�া� পে�র মা�েম ��িরত ITU এর অধীেন Digital Communication Officer অিফসার পেদ িনেয়াগ স�িক�ত
Circular (সং��)-�  �-� অিধে�ে� �চােরর জ� িনেদ �শ�েম অ�েরাধ জানােনা হল।

১৩-৪-২০২১

িবতরণ (�জ��তার �মা�সাের নয়):
১) পিরচালক (আইিস�) �টিলেযাগােযাগ অিধদ�র।
২) পিরচালক, সম�য় (�মাবাইল), �টিলেযাগােযাগ অিধদ�র।
৩) পিরচালক (ি�েকােয়ি� �ব�াপনা) �টিলেযাগােযাগ অিধদ�র।
৪) পিরচালক (লাইেসি�ং ও �ািরফ) �টিলেযাগােযাগ অিধদ�র।
৫) পিরচালক (ইউএসওএফ �ব�াপনা ও �টিলকম িনরাপ�া) 
�টিলেযাগােযাগ অিধদ�র।
৬) পিরচালক (সম�য় -িপএস�এন ও �গটওেয়), �টিলেযাগােযাগ 
অিধদ�র।
৭) পিরচালক (�শাসন অ�িবভাগ) �টিলেযাগােযাগ অিধদ�র।
৮) পিরচালক (আ�জ�ািতক �টিলকম সং�া), �টিলেযাগােযাগ 
অিধদ�র।
৯) পিরচালক (অথ �), �টিলেযাগােযাগ অিধদ�র।

�মাঃ আ�ল ওহাব
পিরচালক

�ারক ন�র: ১৪.৩০.০০০০.৪৭১.২৪.৮৪২.১৯.১৮/১(৪) তািরখ: ২৩ �চ� ১৪২৭

০৬ এি�ল ২০২১
সদয় অবগিত ও কায �ােথ � ��রণ করা হল (�জ��তার �মা�সাের নয়): 
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১) অিতির� মহাপিরচালক (�র�েলটির), �টিলেযাগােযাগ অিধদ�র।
২) অিতির� মহাপিরচালক (কািরগির), �টিলেযাগােযাগ অিধদ�র।
৩) অিতির� মহাপিরচালক (�র�েলটির), �টিলেযাগােযাগ অিধদ�র।
৪) উপপিরচালক, আইিস� বা�বায়ন অিধশাখা, �টিলেযাগােযাগ অিধদ�র (অিধদ�েরর ওেয়বসাইেট �কােশর অ�েরাধসহ)।

১৩-৪-২০২১
�মাঃ শির�র রহমান 

উপপিরচালক



   

International Telecommunication Union • Place des Nations • CH-1211 Geneva 20 • Switzerland  
Tel: +41 22 730 5111 • Fax: +41 22 733 7256 • E-mail: itumail@itu.int • www.itu.int • 

General Secretariat (GS) 
 

 Geneva, 23 March 2021 

  
E-mail: HRerecruit@itu.int  

 To the Director-General 
 

   
   
   

Circular letter No. 12 

 

Subject: 

 

Vacancy Notice No 18P-2021/SG-SPM/EXTERNAL/P3 

  Dear Sir, 

The post described in the Annex is to be filled at ITU Headquarters. 

The relevant job description with the qualifications required, as well as all other useful information, is 
annexed hereto. 

Administrations are requested to circulate vacancy notices to all potential sources of recruitment 
including universities, institutes, associations of engineers and the private sector as the case may be. 

I would be grateful if Administrations would invite qualified candidates and especially women 
candidates to apply for the above position not later than 24/05/2021 on ITU web site: 
http://www.itu.int/employment/Recruitment/index.html  
 
The Plenipotentiary Conference adopted the Resolution 48 (Rev. Dubai 2018), affirming that: “...when 
filling vacant posts by international recruitment, in choosing between candidates who meet the 
qualification requirements for a post, preference shall be given to candidates from regions of the world 
which are under-represented in the staffing of the Union, taking into account the balance between 
female and male staff mandated by the United Nations common system;". 

Yours faithfully, 

 
 
Mr. Houlin ZHAO 
Secretary-General 
 
 

 

Annexes: Vacancy Notice No. 18P-2021/SG-SPM/EXTERNAL/P3 

mailto:itumail@itu.int
http://www.itu.int/en/pages/default.aspx
http://www.itu.int/employment/Recruitment/index.html


 

 

ITU is the leading United Nations agency for information and communication technologies, with 

the mission to connect the world. To achieve this, ITU manages the radio-frequency spectrum and 

satellite orbits at the international level, works to improve communication infrastructure in the 

developing world, and establishes global standards that foster seamless interconnection of a vast 

range of communication systems. ITU also organizes global Telecom events bringing together the 

most influential representatives of government and the private sector to exchange ideas and 

knowledge for the benefit of all.  

  

VACANCY NOTICE NO.  18P-2021/SG-SPM/EXTERNAL/P3 

 

Date of Issue: 23 March 2021  

Currently accepting applications  
Applications from women are encouraged  

Functions: Digital Communication Officer  Post Number: PM04/P3/191  

Deadline for Applications (23.59 Geneva CH) : 

24 May 2021  

Duration of Contract:  2 years with possibility 

of renewal for 2 additional years    

Type of Appointment: Fixed-term Appointment  Duty Station:  Geneva, Switzerland  

Grade: P3   

  

Organ: 

The General Secretariat directs all the administrative and financial aspects of the Union's 

activities, including the implementation of the provisions of the administrative regulations on 

operational questions, the dissemination of information on telecommunication matters for 

operational and other purposes, the provision of legal advice to the Bureaux of the Union and the 

departments of the General Secretariat, logistic support to the Union's activities including 

conferences, the coordination of the work of the Union with other international organizations, the 

dissemination of information to the Member States and Sector Members, press, corporate and 

individual users of telecommunications and the general public. The General Secretariat is also 

responsible for the organization of world telecommunication exhibitions and forums. 

Organization Unit:  

Within the General Secretariat, the Strategic Planning and Membership Department (SPM) 

advises the Secretary-General on strategic challenges and their implications for the Union in the 

fast evolving telecommunications/ICT environment; develops forward-looking strategic proposals 

to the ITU management team with a view to ensuring that the organization meets the objectives 

assigned by the membership; plans and coordinates the corporative and strategic activities with a 

view to ensuring their accordance with membership objectives; organizes and provides secretariat 

services to the Plenipotentiary Conference, Council, and other meetings in the general secretariat 



in order to achieve a high level of involvement from Member States and Sector Members, 

develops and maintains sound relations with Member States, Sector Members and other entities, 

the UN and other international organizations. The Department is also responsible for providing 

expert advice on communication and promotion strategies and for developing and implementing 

the Union's corporate communication plan in cooperation with the three Sectors with a view to 

promoting ITU leadership in the field of telecommunications and ICT.  

 Duties / Responsibilities  

Under the supervision of the Senior Digital Strategy Officer, the incumbent performs the 

following duties: 

 Provides recommendations on the development and updating of a digital strategy which is 

to take first-time visitors through to advocacy at relevant digital touch points in their 

customer journey. 

 In line with the Division's strategy and informed by other team's listening, coordinates 

regular research, mapping, and segmentation of target audiences, ITU members, micro and 

macro influencers and thought leaders, making sure all content creators are intimately 

familiar with their personas, goals, challenges, objections, needs, expectations, and 

perception of ITU. 

 Monitors and evaluates key performance indicators for the content delivery and 

engagement on the Division's channels and platforms and reference to ITU by influencers; 

tracks and evaluates channel, content, search engine and campaign performance over time; 

and reports consolidated intelligence to the editorial content team and channel owners. 

 Advises content, business and channel owners on the positioning and value added of ITU 

content, products, and services in the perception of the respective target audience and how 

to optimize campaign and creative content at the digital touch points on each channel and 

platform, including web landing pages, to boost progress on key performance indicators. 

 Manages communication and information technology and techniques to optimize, for 

example, but not limited to, social listening; media monitoring; editorial planning; project 

management; social media advertisement; email and content promotion; surveys and tests; 

public and influencer relations; content and channel performance; search engine 

optimization; and user experience. 

 Analyses and designs email and content promotion campaigns; paid media; surveys and 

tests; and ensures optimization of content and channel performance as well as user 

experience. 

 Keeps abreast of digital good practices and standards including but not limited to analytics, 

reporting and return on investment in social media advertising and other type of paid 

media. 

 Benchmarks other organizations and recommends promotion strategies and tactics based 

on learned trends and insights. 

 Supports social media advertising and posting and engagement on digital touch points 

including, but not limited to, Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and YouTube. 

 Performs other related duties as assigned.  

 Competencies  



  Core Competencies: Applying Expertise; Effective Communication; Learning and Knowledge 

Sharing; Organizational Commitment; Results-Focused, and; Teamwork and Collaboration. 

  Essential Functional Competencies: Client and Service Orientation; Innovation and 

Facilitating Change, and; Planning and Organizing. 

  Essential Technical Competencies: Knowledge of digital strategy, marketing and branding; 

Competency with social media strategy and marketing; Understanding of SEO, digital metrics and 

analytics, with the ability to generate, analyse and interpret data; Proficiency in MS Office, Adobe 

Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, HTML, CSS, content management systems (CMS), and UX/UI 

prototypinq tools.  

Qualifications required 

Education: 

Advanced university degree in communications, business, management, digital marketing or a 

related field OR education from a reputed college of advanced education with a diploma of 

equivalent standard to that of an advanced university degree in one of the fields above. For 

internal candidates, a first university degree in one of the fields above in combination with seven 

years of qualifying experience may be accepted in lieu of an advanced university degree for 

promotion or rotation purposes. Google Analytics certifications would be an asset. 

Experience: 

At least five years of progressively responsible experience in digital communications, digital 

marketing, website delivery projects working with content management systems (CMS), building 

successful landing pages, campaign tracking, social media platform planning and posting or 

related field, including at least two years at the international level. A Doctorate in a related field 

can be considered as a substitute for two years of working experience. Experience contributing to 

a digital communication strategy in an international organization. Experience with responsive 

design website development and website migration. Proven experience in building engaging 

websites and landing pages that drive traffic to digital channels. 

Languages: 

Knowledge of one of the six official languages of the Union (Arabic, Chinese, English, French, 

Russian, Spanish) at advanced level and knowledge of a second official language at intermediate 

level. Knowledge of a third official language would be an advantage. (Under the provisions of 

Resolution No. 626 of the Council, a relaxation of the language requirements may be authorized in 

the case of candidates from developing countries: when candidates from such countries possess a 

thorough knowledge of one of the official languages of the Union, their applications may be taken 

into consideration.)  

Additional Information: 

Salary: 

 

Total annual salary consists of a net annual salary (net of taxes and before medical insurance and 

pension fund deductions) in US dollars and a post adjustment (PA) (cost of living allowance). The 

PA is variable and subject to change without notice in accordance with the rates as set within the 

UN Common System for salaries and allowances. 

 

Annual salary from $ 60,962 + post adjustment $ 50,172 

 



Other allowances and benefits subject to specific terms of appointment, please refer to 

http://www.itu.int/en/careers/Pages/Conditions-of-Employment.aspx  

 

Applicants will be contacted directly if selected for written test. Interviews may be used as a form 

of screening.  

 

For further information concerning the Conditions of Employment please click the following link 

Applicants will be contacted only if they are under serious consideration 

Currently accepting applications 

  

  

ITU is a smoke-free environment 

 

 

 

http://www.itu.int/employment/Recruitment/conditions_of_employment_at_itu.htm

